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1.1

Introduction

1.1.1	This development brief has been prepared
to guide the redevelopment of the Agora and
adjacent council car park in Wolverton. Both
the Council and the local community have high

1.3

by MKC cabinet as a Supplementary Planning

the north-western fringe of Milton Keynes

Document (SPD), becoming a material

approximately three miles from Central Milton

consideration in determining all planning

Keynes. The Agora building is located in the

applications.

heart of the Town Centre, a Conservation
Area, between the main retailing areas of

Location and Ownership

Church Street/Creed Street/Stratford Road
and The Square. It is also within a ten-minute

aspirations for this prominent town centre site,
aiming to achieve an attractive, sustainable
and well integrated scheme that complements
and enhances the existing town centre of

1.3.1	The site is located within Wolverton, towards

walk of Wolverton Station (fig.1).
Wolverton
Station

N

Wolverton and the surrounding area.

1.2

Purpose of Development Brief

1.2.1	The purpose of this document is to provide
prospective developers with development
and design guidance for the redevelopment

Tesco
Road
ford
Strat

to submit informed proposals for this exciting
St.
liffe
Radc

town centre opportunity that respond to
the expectations of Milton Keynes Council,
Wolverton and Greenleys Town Council and
Wolverton residents.
1.2.2	This development brief has been informed by
relevant policy (existing and emerging) and
subject to public consultation will be adopted
www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/udla
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of the Agora site. This will allow developers
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St. George’s
Church
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Square
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fig.1 - Agora Site location within Wolverton
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1.3.2	The developable area includes the Agora
Building, its servicing area, an area of hard

Agora Site Land Ownership
N

landscaping adjacent to the building and the

Site Boundary
Milton Keynes Council Owned

car park to the east. The total site area is

Privately Owned (Leyland Holdings)

1.17ha (fig.2).
1.3.3.	The site is currently within 2 ownerships.
The Agora Building and surrounding area
amounting to 0.62ha including a 99 year
leasehold contract on the adjacent car park
are in private ownership, while the car park
to the east is in the freehold ownership of
Milton Keynes Council and amounts to 0.55ha
(fig.2).

0m

100m

fig.2 - Site Land Ownership Plan
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1.4

Structure of Brief

1.5

1.4.1	The Brief is divided into five sections:
	Section 1 (this section) outlines the purpose

1.5.1	Descriptions of the site and/or drawings
	Section 4 represents the Key Design and

of the brief, its location and ownership

Development Principles that should inform any

and other administrative information for

development proposals. The accompanying

developers.

Parameters Plan spatially illustrates the
design principles.

	Section 2 outlines the ‘headline’ planning
policy context for the site.

	Section 5 outlines information pertaining to
implementation.

	Section 3 provides an analysis of the site
itself and the surrounding area. A thorough

	Appendix A highlights additional relevant

understanding of this will underpin the key

planning policy beyond that provided in

design principles and parameters plan.

Section 2.

www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/udla

Accuracy of Information

contained within or issued in connection with
this brief are for information purposes only and
the Council does not warrant their accuracy.
The developers should satisfy themselves
prior to entry on site that its boundaries are
agreed and are physically delineated and/
or accurately described in the relevant legal
documentation.
1.5.2	Please note that any costs borne in
responding to this brief are entirely at the
developer’s risk.
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2.1

Planning Policy Context

2.1.1	Any future development on the site will be

2.1.4	Milton Keynes Core Strategy (adopted

2.1.8	Wolverton Public Realm Design Guide

the following national and local planning
policy:

•

Policy CS8

•

Policy CS19

2.1.9	Further relevant information pertaining to
some of the above policy can be found in

National Planning Policy Framework and
most notably, the following sections:

Wolverton Conservation Area Review

July 2013):

expected to be informed by and comply with

2.1.2

2.1.7

2.1.5

Wolverton Regeneration Strategy

Appendix A.

Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG)
•

Ensuring the Vitality of Town Centres;

•

Requiring Good Design;

•

Promoting Healthy Communities; and,

•

Conserving and Enhancing the Historic

2.1.6

(2004)

Implications of Policy for Development Brief

Wolverton Town Centre Neighbourhood

2.1.10	All existing policy supports the regeneration

Plan (emerging)

development. The Wolverton Regeneration

Environment
2.1.3

Milton Keynes Adopted Local Plan (1995)
and most notably, the following policy:

of the Town Centre through mixed use

•

Policy W1 and W2

Strategy SPD and emerging Wolverton Town

•

Under the governments Localism Act

Centre Neighbourhood Plan both actively

(2011), a Neighbourhood Plan is currently

encourage the redevelopment of the Agora

being prepared for Wolverton Town Centre.

with a mixed use development that has key

•

Wolverton Town Centre (Policy TC11)

Neighbourhood Plans are prepared by

elements the reconnection of The Square

•

Wolverton Town Centre (Policy TC13)

the people and businesses that live and

to Radcliffe Street and the need for any

•

Wolverton Development Framework Area

operate in a community. They can address

development to respect and complement the

(Policy KS6)

such issues as where new development

existing conservation area.

should take place, what improvements are
needed to roads, footpaths and general
public space and how the housing needs of
the local community should be met.
www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/udla
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3.1

Introduction

3.1.1	It is important to have a full understanding of

3.2

Surrounding Context

Conservation Area (fig.3)

•

the surrounding context and the Agora site
itself as this helps inform and underpin the

wrought/cast iron for railings, gates, gutters
and down pipes;

3.2.1	The site is located within the Wolverton

•

timber, often painted, for sliding sash

design principles, parameters plan and the

Conservation Area. Wolverton is a Railway

windows, doors, gates or, sometimes left

indicative masterplan.

Town built by the London and Birmingham

bare for fences;

Railway Company with most development

•

occurring between 1840 and 1900.

stone, for walling, building details (such
as door and window surrounds etc.) and
paths;

3.2.2	Wolverton is characterised by its diverse mix

•

terracotta roof ridges and detailing;

of late nineteenth and early twentieth century

•

lead used for flashings and occasionally as

Victorian terraced housing, industrial quarters,

a roof covering.

commercial areas and functional open spaces.
There are active shopping and commercial

3.2.4	The town’s residential areas are arranged

frontages, busy with traffic and people, that

in a pattern of rectangular blocks, creating

contrast with the quieter residential streets

continuous frontages and enclosed, linear

and their distinctive, narrow, interconnecting

views. Together the repetition of forms, spaces

backways.

and materials lend much of the Conservation
Area a powerful and harmonious regularity.

3.2.3	Throughout the Conservation Area, the almost

However, the general consistency of the

exclusive use of brick and (until piecemeal

built environment is balanced by a variety of

replacement in the late twentieth century)

uses and details which impart an often subtle

Welsh slate, creates blocks of colour in

diversity to both individual buildings and

orange, red and dark grey. Other common

groupings of buildings.

materials include:
Methodist Church, Church Street - a listed building
facing the site
www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/udla
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3.2.5	Other defining features of the Wolverton
Conservation Area that give it its strong

Some of these principles are illustrated in figure 6

Listed Buildings (fig.4)

(Contextual Analysis)

identity include:

3.2.7	Adjacent to the Agora site are several
3.2.6	Further information on features of the

listed buildings and structures; the most

•

Fine grain built form

Conservation Area which are important to

prominent of these are St George’s Church

•

A common building line at back edge of the

consider in the redevelopment of the site, can

and associated structures within its grounds,

footpath

be found in the Wolverton Conservation Area

MADCAP, and the Methodist Church on

•

2-3 storey buildings

Review (2009).

Church Street.

•

A connected grid made up of straight
streets (fig.3)

•

3.2.8	Any redevelopment needs to undertake an

On street/street side parking which has

assessment of the setting of these listed

contributed to a high footfall and social

buildings and the impact any development will

interaction along pavements. The streets

have on them.

are key conduits of public life in Wolverton

MADCAP
Methodist Church

Church of St. George
the Martyr

fig.3 - Wolverton’s Victorian grid road network

12

Typical Victorian terraces - building line to back of pavement

fig.4 - Listed buildings highlighted within Conservation Area
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Land Uses (fig.5)

lowest point along Church Street

3.2.9	As indicated in Section 1, the Agora is located

3.2.13	The site has a prominent frontage onto Church

at the heart of the town centre. While Tesco,

Street which is the main bus route through

located 100m to the north on Stratford Road

Wolverton. Wolverton Agora is the northern

and to a lesser extent the parade of shops in

hub for all buses in MK and the terminating

Glyn Square, provide larger floorplate retailing,

point for many. It is served by three of the five

the remainder of the retail and commercial

core commercial routes operated by Arriva,

offer within the town centre consists of fairly

along with other services.

small and similar sized units, often simply
utilising the ground floors of the Victorian
residential terraces.
3.2.10	Various facilities including Wolverton Library,
the Town Council offices, MADCAP, St
George’s Church, the Mosque, the Methodist

3.2.14	While the car park does afford an open aspect
SURROUNDING LAND USES
Recreation and Open Space

Church

Retail/Commercial Facilities

Class ‘A’ Mixed Use & Housing

Employment

Residential

Community Facilities

fig.5 - Land Uses Surrounding Site

Church and the Christian Centre are within

onto St George’s Church, the extensive tree
planting within it restricts clear views of the
Church up to the eastern end of Church Street
where the tree planting is less dense.
3.2.15	A small edge of the site faces onto The

100m of the site.

Square/Buckingham Street and therefore an
appropriate design response is required. The

3.2.11	The employment area of Wolverton Railway

remaining edges of the site however (facing

Works operated by Railcare lie 100m to the

the grounds of St George’s Church, the rear

north of the site.

of properties along Buckingham Street and
the end gables of terraces along Buckingham

The Site

and Church Street) are less public in nature
and therefore the design response suggests

3.2.12	Topographically, the site slopes gently from
its highest point on Buckingham Street to its
www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/udla

that the more private elements of any
St. George’s Church, forming the southern site boundary

redevelopment should potentially face them.
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Agora Site Contextual Analysis
N
High Quality Public Space
Poor Quality Public Space
Active Frontages
Building Lines Following Pavement Edge
Views of St. Georges Church
Glimpses of St.Georges Church
(through trees)
Adopted Highway
Public Footpath
Poor Quality Elevations
Lack of Direct Connection
Poor Quality, Potentially Unsafe
Pedestrian Routes
Rear Gardens Requiring Vehicular Access
Existing Bus Stops and Layovers
Buses Dominate and Undermine
Street Scene
Protected Trees
Front Elevation of St. George’s Church
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fig.6 - Contextual Analysis
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3.3

The Agora Building

3.3.1	Historically, development on the site followed
the same grid pattern as the rest of Wolverton
with Radcliffe Street forming the north/south
part of the grid connecting to The Square and
Church Street, the east/west part of the grid.
Victorian terraces lined both these streets.
3.3.2	These terraces along Church Street were
however replaced by the Agora Shopping
Centre, built with support from the Milton
Keynes Development Corporation in 1979.
3.3.3	Originally the building’s unorthodox design
and the way in which it was intended to

The Agora site as it stood c.1938. Terraced buildings lined
the streets. The current car park space was occupied by the
Institute of Science and Arts building, shown right. (MKC
PlanWeb)
Scale 1/1425
Crown Copyright (C) Licence No. LA100019593
Aerial Photography Copyright (C) Geopespectives - All rights reserved.

Centre = 481766 E 241083 N

Historical photo showing the former Institute of Science and
Arts building, Church Street, Wolverton. It was destroyed
by a fire in 1970 (Wolverton & District Archaeological &
Historical Society).
Date 25/2/2013
Author:

combine retail, leisure (most notably roller
skating) and community uses in a single
building that formed a new heart to the town
spoke eloquently of the idealism and bravery
of its designers.
3.3.4	This said the building was not an unqualified
success when built and is certainly not
successful now.
Historical Church Street, showing terraced buildings fronting
the street where the Agora now stands (Wolverton & District
Archaeological & Historical Society).
www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/udla

Present day Church Street, which forms the key northern
edge to the site
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3.3.5	Over time, the mix of uses has declined and

3.3.8	Over many years the building has deteriorated

3.3.11	In terms of building height the Agora does

the main ground floor of the building is now

due to its build quality and in part lack of

fit in with the surrounding context being

given over to store holders who trade on

investment in maintenance by various site

only two commercial storeys in height. It is

licence agreements, mostly selling discount

owners who acquired the building from the

approximately 7.3m in height at the top end

quality household goods. Existing first floor

Development Corporation.

of the site on Buckingham Street, but as the

units are currently empty.

site slopes it is taller at the bottom end facing
3.3.9	An analysis of the Agora which has been

3.3.6	While some of the shops within the Agora

Church Street. At it tallest it is about 10m in

reinforced by the Wolverton Regeneration

height which is very similar to the ridge of the

are seen as useful and valuable, the Agora’s

Strategy and emerging Town Centre

adjacent Queen Victoria Pub which is about

overall appeal is limited and local in nature.

Neighbourhood Plan has revealed the

9.9m.

As such, its current use does not attract

following issues which have assisted in

demand from a wider catchment area. The

undermining the identity, vitality, and the

Agora represents a significant under use

general perception of an otherwise well loved

of this important town centre site which is

and admired town centre:

accentuated by its lack of full utilisation (under
capacity).
3.3.7	It should be noted that recently roller skating

Massing and Building Height
3.3.10 Figure 7 (Massing Plan) clearly shows the

has been re-introduced into the Agora on

vast scale of the building footprint and how

Fridays and Saturday evenings. The users of

this is incongruous with the fine grain nature of

this facility come from all over Milton Keynes

the Victorian terraces that are located around

and beyond. The owner has indicated that he

it. In massing terms the Agora is out of scale

would be keen if premises at an appropriate

with and unsympathetic to the surrounding

price could be found to relocate to which

buildings.

would allow the business to have extended
opening hours. Milton Keynes Council is
assisting in this regard.

16

fig.7 - Massing Plan showing how the footprint of The Agora
is out of scale with the surrounding grain of development
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Orientation

Impact on the Grid and Relationship to The Square

Inward-looking Nature of the Building

3.3.12	Unlike the Victorian terraces whose building

3.3.14	The positioning of the Agora acts as a barrier

3.3.15	Unlike other shops that open onto the streets

fronts run parallel to the street edge, the

and has served to sever the link between

of Wolverton, the Agora is a very inward

Agora’s orientation does not respect existing

Church Street and The Square and thus

looking building with very few active frontages

building lines, breaking this unifying feature

broken the connectivity of the grid. The Square

or windows that allow views into and out of it.

which, furthermore, results in unwanted and

has been identified through the preparation

undesirable ‘leftover spaces’.

of the Neighbourhood Plan as a favourite

Architecture

place in Wolverton, but despite this visitors
3.3.13	In addition, its alignment has meant that the

to Wolverton can easily pass through the

3.3.16	English Heritage in their response to the

strong characteristic of common building lines

town without experiencing one of its greatest

consultation development brief have said that

at the back edge of pavements has been

assets.

architecturally it is not a beautiful building

broken.

externally, the large areas of brick walling
makes the exterior rather forbidding and the
interior is very dark.

The Agora as viewed from Church Street
www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/udla

The Agora does not present a high-quality frontage to
The Square
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Pedestrian Movement and Experience (fig.8
Existing Movement Analysis)
3.3.17	Because Church Street does not link with The
Square, pedestrians are forced to choose
between two pedestrian routes neither of
which are particularly attractive or feel safe
(due to not being overlooked by development).
The pedestrian route along the western edge
of the Agora is particularly threatening.
Unsafe pedestrian route to west of The Agora

3.3.18	The prominent location of the servicing for the
Co-op undermines the quality of the public
realm along Church Street.
3.3.19	There is a plethora of unco-ordinated street

fig.8 - Existing Movement Analysis

clutter around the Agora that further serves to
undermine the quality of the public realm.
3.3.20	It is for these above reasons that the Agora is
commonly acknowledged as an eyesore that
has split up and had a detrimental impact on
the quality of the town centre.

Unpleasant pedestrian route to east of The Agora

18

Poor location of servicing to The Agora
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3.4

The Car Park

3.4.1	The Council owned car park to the east
contains 128 spaces. Whilst on a long term

3.5

Utility/Service Constraints

3.5.1	A desk-top survey has revealed no major utility
constraints within the site boundary.

lease to the owner of the Agora (and in theory
with a 2hr waiting limit) the car park is used

3.5.2	Proposals currently exist for the installation

as a public car park. Other than a peak period

of an electric bus charging point which will lie

of use on a Friday afternoon, it is generally

immediately outside the site boundary at the

underutilised. There are numerous trees within

eastern end of Church Street.

the car park which are protected under Tree
Preservation Orders due to their situation
within the Conservation Area (see fig.6).
Some additional mature London Planes also
exist within the fenced off spaces at the top/
southern end of the Agora along Buckingham
Street.
3.4.2	A length of adoptable highway passes
through the car park in a north-south direction
providing rear access to the properties along
Buckingham Street (see fig.8).

Council owned car park to east of The Agora
www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/udla
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4.1

Introduction

4.1.1	Any redevelopment proposals for the Agora

4.2

Key Planning and Design Principles

4.2.1	The overarching principle is to achieve a

Reconnection of the Grid
4.2.3	Re-instatement of the link between Church

site should be informed by the following

high quality mixed use development that

Street and the Square. The decision as

principles. These principles build on those

respects the historic fine grain urban structure

to whether this link should be to open to

features that have provided the strong identity

of the town, complements its character and

pedestrians, cycles as well as vehicular traffic

for Wolverton town centre (as identified in

enhances the retail core. This will contribute

will be made at the planning application stage.

section 3) as well as community aspirations

to the vitality and prosperity of the town centre

contained within the Future Wolverton Vision,

both in the day and evening.

4.2.4	The link should however be between 12m
- 22m in width to facilitate whatever type

the Wolverton Regeneration Strategy SPG
and most importantly the principles contained
within the emerging Wolverton Town Centre

4.2.2	In more detail the following principles should

of link is deemed to be appropriate and
to accommodate the potential inclusion of

inform any re-development:

parking provision in a variety of formats.

Neighbourhood Plan.

4.2.5	This public space should include high-quality

4.1.2	Furthermore, the principles are directly
informed by the current issues facing the site

street furniture, taking its cue from the

as identified in Section 3.

Wolverton Public Realm Design Guide.

4.1.3	Where relevant, the principles are spatially
represented by the accompanying Parameters
Plan (fig.10).

Pavement
3m

Parking
5m

Street
6m

Parking
5m

Pavement
3m

22m overall

fig.9 Potential section through Radcliffe Street connection
www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/udla
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N

Agora Site Parameters Plan
Building Heights 3-4 Storey
Building Heights 2-3 Storey
Building Heights 2 Storey
Flexibility in Block Layout along
Church Street
Connection of The Square to
Radcliffe Street
Retain Views of St. George’s Church
Building Lines following Streets
Creation of Active Frontages
Key Corner Buildings
Retained Public Right of Way
Public Right of Way Option
Potential Access
Retention of Existing London
Plane Trees
Bus Stops
Electric Bus Charging Infrastructure
Parking to Rear of Buildings

22

fig.10 - Parameters Plan
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Scale and Orientation of new Development

Extent of Development along Church Street

4.2.13	The extent to which development should
extend along Church Street will depend on the

4.2.6	Development must respect the scale and

4.2.11	During public workshops for the preparation of

following conditions:

orientation of the surrounding development.

the Neighbourhood Plan in 2012, two options

This is especially important given the listed

were prepared in terms of an illustrative

buildings in close proximity to the site which

masterplan for the redevelopment of the site.

from Creed Street. An open square at the

will require a careful, sympathetic and

The first option showed development along

corner of Church Street and St George’s

sensitive design response.

a reduced frontage (as approximately shown

Way could also be used for markets as

in figure 11). The second option showed

well as a gateway into Wolverton from

development along the full length of Church

McConnell Drive.

4.2.7	New development should have a similar

•

massing to surrounding development,

Street. With little flexibility on building heights

complementing the existing grain.

this option was prepared to increase floor

the setting of Madcap, the Methodist

area and therefore prospects for a viable

Church and St George’s Church.

4.2.8	Buildings should be orientated so that building

development to be delivered.

fronts are parallel to the street at the back
edge of pavements. Pavements to the front of

4.2.12	The focus of development should be at the

new development along Church Street should

Radcliffe Street end of the site because this

be a minimum of 2m wide.

is seen as the heart of the town centre and
is more accessible to pedestrians. Following

4.2.9	Building lines and pavements will however

•

Retaining views of St George’s Church

Development respects and complements

•

How much public parking is needed.

•

Whether a viable development can be
delivered without needing to build along
the full length of Church Street.

Public/Private Space Interface

on from this it is considered that the extent of

need to reflect the requirements of bus stops

development fronting Church Street decreases

and associated shelters which occur along

in importance in an easterly direction, with it

public and private space particularly to the

Church Street to the front of the site.

being most important at the junction of Church

rear of buildings where parking may be

Street and Radcliffe Street and least important

located.

4.2.10	Care especially needs to be taken with the
scale and detailed design of any new housing

4.2.14	Ensure there is clear distinction between

at the junction of Church Street and Creed
Street.

that may occur next to the existing housing on
Buckingham Street.
www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/udla
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4.2.15	This clear interface should extend to include a

4.2.19	A key view of St Georges Church is however

(the development along either side of the

clear delineation of public and private parking

from the Creed Street/Church Street junction

Square is a good example of what should

particularly to the rear of buildings.

and therefore new development should not

occur along this street).

extend all the way along Church Street so as
Street Markets and other Community Events

to restrict this key view.

4.2.23	While the requirement for this to be achieved
along Church Street and Buckingham Street

4.2.16	The extended Radcliffe Street should be

Building Heights

designed to accommodate weekly markets
and other community events.

is less onerous than along the reconnected
Radcliffe Street, blank facades will not be

4.2.20	The building heights of new buildings should

permitted to face any of these streets.

be guided by the height of existing surrounding
4.2.17	With respect to the accommodation of a

buildings which means predominantly 2-3

market, rubbish collection as well as storage

storeys with potential for 4 storey buildings

for market stalls needs to be carefully

to mark the key corners of the reconnected

considered.

Radcliffe Street and The Square.

Servicing
4.2.24	Where dedicated servicing is required internal
to the development, ensure that it does
not undermine residential amenity of either

Retention of Key Views

Active Ground Floor Frontages

existing residents adjacent to the site or new
residents within the development.

4.2.18	Views to St Georges Church should be

4.2.21	Ensure active ground floor frontages, with

retained – while views will not be achievable

the opportunity for some activities to spill

from all locations along Church Street as

out onto pavements (e.g. cafes, restaurants)

the new link that would undermine the street

currently occurs, views framed by buildings

particularly along the new extended Radcliffe

frontage while elsewhere in the development

can be more memorable. New development

Street.

every effots should be made to minimise

should consider breaks in the building line
along Church Street to enable these framed

the impact of any service yards on street
4.2.22	The most important frontages in terms of

views to occur. If possible, views of the church

enlivening streets through shops and views

spire should be retained.

into and out of ground floors of buildings are
those along the reconnected Radcliffe Street
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4.2.25	There should be no service yards visible from

frontages and the public realm.
4.2.26	Adequate space must be made available in
the new development to store the range of
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domestic refuse and recycling containers

Mosque, this is rarely heavily used at present.

required (see the Council’s revised Social

A survey of current car usage should be

to be incorporated into any new development

Infrastructure SPD for further guidance on this

undertaken as part of the preparation of a

layout for both commercial and residential

requirement).

planning application because any ‘lost’ public

schemes in accordance with the specified

car parking would normally be expected to be

standards.

4.2.27	Where there is commercial development

4.2.35	Motorcycle and cycle parking will be expected

replaced (in addition to the required parking

sufficient provision should be made to store

generated by the development). The time

4.2.36	The gentle slope of the site potentially lends

commercial refuse and recycling containers

frames for this survey should be determined

itself to a rear decked parking structure

in an enclosed area protected from visual

with the Council’s Highways Development

(particularly to the west of the extended

intrusion, vandalism and arson.

Management Team.

Radcliffe Street) and this could be explored. If
this is considered feasible and desirable, care

4.2.28	Street side servicing for retail units should
occur within controlled times of the day.
Parking
4.2.29	The parking that must be provided is defined

4.2.31	It should be recognised that the existing Tesco
car park which is located less than 200m from

setting of St George’s Church or the amenity

the site does provide daily free parking for 2

of existing residents on Buckingham Street

hours.

and new residents to the development.

4.2.32	Except for parking allocated to residents, all

by the Council’s adopted parking standards.

other parking should be accessible to all town

However, given the site’s town centre location,

centre users.

the actual amount of car parking needed may
be lower in this case, but should be discussed

must be taken that it does not impact on the

Existing Adoptable Highway Access
4.2.37	The layout of the new development must
ensure there is a piece of adopted public

4.2.33	On-street parking is a key part of the identity

highway that allows access to the rear of

with the Council’s Highway Development

of Wolverton and this should be a feature of

properties along Buckingham Street as well as

Management team.

any redevelopment.

the existing public footpath along the western
edge of St George’s Church.

4.2.30	Furthermore, almost half the site is an
existing public car park. Other than on Friday
afternoons when it is well utilised by the
www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/udla

4.2.34	Parking for new housing should be located in
private rear parking courts.

4.2.38	While access to the rear of these properties
could also be obtained from Buckingham
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Street, consultation responses have

Allow for a Range of Land Uses and Unit Sizes

suggested that because of the pedestrian
desire line between Church Street and the

4.2.46	Through public consultation there has been a
desire to have public toilets included within a

4.2.41	Build a mix of new shop units so that the Co-

new development. These should be included

existing public footpath along the western

op, the Post Office and other traders currently

if possible, although careful management

edge of St George’s Church, an adoptable

within the Agora can stay within Wolverton

needs to take place to ensure that they don’t

highway access route should be retained

Town Centre if they so wish.

undermine the quality of the town centre.

in the most direct alignment possible in this
location.
4.2.39	A public right of way should also be retained
from the backway behind Church Street up

4.2.42	Build larger retail units to complement the
smaller standard existing units within the town

redevelopment it should be integrated into

centre, but to a modern standard to attract a

an overall scheme, preferably at the western

greater range of shops.

end of the site and not offer any lengthy blank

to Buckingham Street at the western end of
the site. This could serve as rear access for

4.2.47	If a large store is included as part of a

façade to any street. Ideally it should be
4.2.43	Build a range of town centre housing that

screened by smaller shops.

parking for new development. If this occurs or

includes meeting the needs of older and

any rear servicing is included here it must be

younger people, including affordable housing

of a nature that has no negative impact on the

in accordance with the percentages set out

it should furthermore be of a design that is

amenity of existing adjacent residents.

under the Affordable Housing SPD.

sympathetic to its context of a conservation

4.2.48	If a large floorplate single retail unit is included

area rather than a standard design and layout
Electric Bus Charging Point Infrastructure

4.2.44	Include community/leisure space. This could
also potentially accommodate affordable retail

4.2.40	Developers should be aware that charging

space.

infrastructure for electric buses will be
included along Church Street. This will include
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4.2.45	Inclusion of office accommodation. This

infrastructure underground directly under

should relate to office/workshop/flexible start-

where buses park as well as directly behind

up accommodation, rather than conventional

the footpath adjacent to the eastern end bus

large-floorplate office spaces of which there is

stop.

a surplus in Milton Keynes.

that could be rolled out anywhere.
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Landscaping, Public Realm Materials and Street
Furniture

4.2.51	The quality of the public realm can have
an important influence on the perception
of the town centre and the ability to attract

4.2.49	The existing London Planes in the south east

High Quality Architecture
4.2.54	The overriding principle is that any concept

investment. Therefore, all street materials and

(and subsequent detailed design) should be a

corner of the Agora should be retained. While

street furniture included in the development

specific response to the context of the site set

it is acknowledged that many trees within the

must be of a high quality.

out in this development brief.

car park will likely need to be removed, all
trees should be retained wherever possible

4.2.52	Street surface materials and street furniture

4.2.55	Given the existing context, a formal rather

and replacement trees should compensate

should comply with the Public Realm Design

than informal character is considered most

where possible for those lost due to new

Manual (PRDM) for Wolverton Town Centre.

appropriate. Public consultation as part of

development.

the Neighbourhood Plan has revealed that
4.2.53	The location of street furniture must be

4.2.50	A tree survey should be carried out to identify
their type, size and condition.

a style more in keeping with the existing

carefully considered with a view to achieving a

Victorian architecture would be preferred. Poor

clutter free public realm.

quality pastiche design will not however be
acceptable.
4.2.56	Development should serve to preserve (and
enhance) the character of the Conservation
Area and be sympathetic to the setting of the
nearby listed buildings.

Cluttered public realm with unco-ordinated street furniture
and materials will not be acceptable
www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/udla

Clutter free public realm with high quality street furniture and
materials to comply with the Wolverton PRDM
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4.2.57	Irrespective of the architectural style used,

Access for All

the emphasis would be on a high quality of
design. Buildings should be fit for purpose,
durable, well built and pleasing to the eye.

must be designed into any new scheme

A high quality of design will involve the

so that everyone can access parts of the

successful co-ordination of proportions,

development that they so wish.

materials, colours and detail.
4.2.58	The following principles should be adhered to
regarding materials:
•

Red brick to match existing brick in
the Conservation Area should be the
predominant material

•

Slate roofs should be incorporated

•

Pvc windows will not be permitted

•

Sash windows should be included where
applicable

4.2.59	It is advisable that, prior to the submission of
any planning applications, discussions are
held with the Council’s Urban Design and
Conservation teams regarding shopfront
design, as well as understanding the character
assessment of the ‘Victorian Commercial
Areas’ within the Wolverton Conservation Area
Review in terms of shopfront design.
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4.2.60	In line with existing policy, inclusive access
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4.3

Proposed Land Use Mix/Quantum of
Potential Development

4.3.1	Table 1 below outlines the potential quantum
of development that could be accommodated

4.3.4	Figure 11 shows the development of Site
1 and 2 that does not extend along the full
length of Church Street. It would include a
conditions which will influence the actual

total floorspace of approximately 12000m² to

extent of development along Church Street.

13000m² at an average of 2.5 storeys with the

on the site. It has, in part, been derived

same approximate floorspace figures as in

from an illustrative masterplan for the Agora

Table 1 except that residential (open market

site which formed part of the emerging
Neighbourhood Plan. The quantums are
based on land uses seen as important to the
overall mixed use development for the site

All in m²
Residential (open
market and affordable)

6000-9000
(approx 81-120 units at
an average of 75m²)

Age-exclusive
accommodation, to
incorporate some
supported retirement
housing and a care
home

1500-2500

1000-2000

masterplan that extends development along

Commercial to
incorporate as a
minimum small to
medium offices for
professional services
and start-up/incubator
space

the full length of Church Street at an average

Retail/Food & Drink

1500-2500

of 2.5 storeys. The Development Brief has

Community

Up to 500

however already stated on page 23 that

Care Home

375

which have emerged following consultation on
the Neighbourhood Plan.
4.3.2	The broad range of potential development
floorspace has been subject to viability testing
which has demonstrated a viable scheme can
be delivered on the site.
4.3.3	These figures are based on an illustrative

development should not extend along the
full length of Church Street and outlined the

Total gross
development area to
include a mix of uses

3000-6000m².
4.3.5	If a higher floorspace is required to make a
scheme viable, building height will likely need
to increase from the average of 2.5 storeys.

SITE 1
3000m²

SITE 2
4800m²
22m

Up to 15000 - 16000

Table 1 - Potential quantum of development

www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/udla

and affordable) would decrease to between

fig.11 - Concept plan shows retention of eastern end of
car park where approximately 84 parking spaces could be
accommodated.
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5.1

Implementation

5.1.1	For over 10 years every community

5.2

Phasing

5.2.1	There is currently no agreed phasing plan as

5.3

Long-Term Management

5.3.1	Any developer interested in the redevelopment

consultation process carried out in Wolverton

it is expected that this will be negotiated and

of the Agora site will be required to have

has consistently showed that redevelopment

agreed with the developer.

a long-term management plan for the
development, preferably retaining a longer-

of the Agora site is a primary aspiration for
the local community. This has been confirmed

5.2.2	The first phase of the redevelopment should

term interest themselves whilst working with

once again over the last year during the

however be the construction of temporary

the local community to develop a mechanism

development of the Wolverton Town Centre

or permanent accommodation on the car

for day-to-day management of the public

Neighbourhood Plan.

park adjacent to the Agora to provide decant

realm and retail/commercial units.

space for existing traders before the Agora is
5.1.2	However, this long held determination to

demolished. It is expected that a clause in a

5.3.2	Any developer should also be mindful

redevelop the Agora site is tempered by

s106 legal agreement will require demolition

of the aspiration articulated through the

the need to get the type and quality of the

prior to development taking place on the rest

Neighbourhood Plan process for some

development right, and to create a sustainable

of the site. Consideration should also be given

community space as part of the development.

Town Centre of which the community are

to accommodating existing traders within

proud.

vacant shop units in Wolverton Town Centre

5.4

Sustainability of New Development

5.2.3	In this regard it is expected that temporary
accommodation be located in the eastern

5.4.1	Wolverton has a history of various low energy

end of the site on the council car park to

projects and any development should support

accommodate some of the existing businesses

this by incorporating aspects of sustainable

in the Agora when it is demolished.

construction (as set out under Policy D4 of
Milton Keynes Local Plan 2001 – 2011 and
associated Sustainable Construction SPD)
into the development as well as incorporating
features such as the ability to work from home.

www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/udla
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6.1

Introduction

•

make the fullest possible use of public

needed in town centres; and,

transport, walking and cycling, and focus
6.1.1	Any future development will be expected to
be informed by and comply with the following
planning policy:
National Planning Policy Context
6.1.2	The National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF) was published in 2012. At the heart
of the NPPF is a presumption in favour
of sustainable development. Core NPPF
planning principles (para 17) applying to the
Agora site include:
•

“take account of the different roles and
character of different areas promoting the
“always seek to secure high quality design
and a good standard of amenity for all

encourage the effective use of land by
reusing land that has been previously
developed; and,

www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/udla

can play an important role in ensuring the

are or can be made sustainable.”

vitality of centres and set out policies to
appropriate sites.

relevant) underpin the redevelopment of
Requiring Good Design

the site, some of the key policy that has an
influence on the redevelopment of the Agora
site include:
Ensuring the Vitality of Town Centres

6.1.5

Developments will (para 58):
•

(para 23)

function well and add to the overall quality
of the area, not just for the short term but
over the lifetime of the development;

6.1.4	Principles relevant to the Agora site include:

•

establish a strong sense of place, using
streetscapes and buildings to create

•

Recognise town centres as the heart of

attractive and comfortable places to live,

their communities and pursue policies to

work and visit;

support their viability and vitality;
•

buildings;
promote mixed use developments;

significant development in locations which

6.1.3	While the entire NPPF should (wherever

existing and future occupants of land and
•

Recognise that residential development

encourage residential development on

vitality of our main urban areas,...”
•

•

•

•

optimise the potential of the site to

Promote competitive town centres

accommodate development, create

that provide customer choice and a

and sustain an appropriate mix of uses

diverse retail offer and which reflects the

(including incorporation of green and other

individuality of town centres;

public space as part of developments)

Allocate a range of suitable sites to

and support local facilities and transport

meet the scale and type of retail, leisure,

networks;

commercial, office, tourism, cultural,
community and residential development

•

respond to local character and history, and
reflect the identity of local surroundings
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and materials, while not preventing or

Promoting Healthy Communities

Environment (para 126)

discouraging appropriate innovation;
•

create safe and accessible environments

Conserving and Enhancing the Historic

6.1.7	Planning policies and decisions, in turn,

where crime and disorder, and the fear of

should aim to achieve places which promote

6.1.8	Local Planning Authorities should take into

crime, do not undermine quality of life or

(para 69):

account:

•

•

community cohesion; and,
•

are visually attractive as a result of good
architecture and appropriate landscaping.

6.1.6	Planning policies should address the

opportunities for meetings between
members of the community who might not

making a positive contribution to local

otherwise come into contact with each

character and distinctiveness

other, for example through mixed-use

connections between people and places and

developments, strong neighbourhood

the integration of new development into the

centres and active street frontages which

that are of importance when preparing any

natural, built and historic environment (para

bring together those who work, live and

planning applications include:

61).

play in the vicinity;
•

•

6.1.9	Some additional paragraphs from the NPPF

safe and accessible environments where

•

Transport Assessment (para 32)

crime and disorder, and the fear of

•

Parking in Town Centres (para 40)

crime, do not undermine quality of life or

•

Housing provision (para 50)

community cohesion; and,

•

Sustainable Construction (para 96)

safe and accessible developments,
containing clear and legible pedestrian
routes, and high quality public space,
which encourage the active and continual
use of public areas.
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6.2

Milton Keynes Local Plan (2005)

6.3

Wolverton Town Centre:
Policy TC11

6.4

Wolverton Town Centre:
Policy TC13

6.2.1	The principles for the development of
Wolverton Town Centre are set out in the

6.3.1	Wolverton is defined as a District Centre

6.4.1	The priorities for improving the town centre

Milton Keynes Local Plan (adopted December

meeting the weekly convenience shopping

2005). The following Local Plan policies have

needs of the resident population within its

been ‘saved’ by the Secretary of State. They

defined catchment area in the northern

remain in force until superseded by other

half of Milton Keynes and any future retail

planning policy documents in the Council’s

development proposals should satisfy the

•

Improving pedestrian and cycle access

Local Development Framework e.g. the

following criteria:

•

Improving town centre signing and lighting

Core Strategy & other Development Plan

•

the demonstrable need for additional

•

Improving public transport accessibility

floorspace or local services relative to

•

Implementing traffic calming schemes

Documents (DPDs).

are:
•

Carrying out environmental improvements
around the Agora and the Square

population increase and its available
expenditure
•

the extent to which such development
would further the aims of regeneration (see
Policy KS6)

•

the degree of support given to the
improvement of multi-modal access to and
within the Town Centre

www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/udla
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6.5

Other Local Plan Policies

6.5.2	The presumption is that any development will
need to comply with the Council’s adopted

also be adhered to until the councils DPD

affordable housing, leisure, and Social

document (the new local plan) is prepared and

education and Infrastructure. Early discussions

adopted

with the Council’s Planning Obligations Officer

•

Design: D1, D2, D2A, D4, D6 and D7

are encouraged.

•

Historic Environment: HE5–HE6
Transport: T1-T6, T9-T11, T15, T17

•

Car Parking Standards (2005) and
Addendum Parking Standards for Milton

Wolverton Development Framework
Area (Policy KS6)

SPG on Planning Obligations relating to

6.5.1	The following local plan policies should

•

6.6

6.5.3

Revised Social Infrastructure SPD

6.6.1	The following represents that part of the above
policy relevant to the redevelopment of the
Agora:
	Any redevelopment proposals should comply
with the following aims:
•

Keynes (2009)

Support the regeneration of Wolverton
Town Centre

•

Housing: H2-H5, H7-H9

•

L9: Arts, Entertainment and Commercial

appearance of the Wolverton Conservation

Leisure Facilities

Area

•

Town Centre and Shopping: TC1, TC11-13,

•

•

Preserve or enhance the character or

Minimise the traffic impact of development

TC19

and improve links between the area and

•

Community Facilities: C1

the rest of the town

•

Planning Obligation Policies: PO1–PO2,

•

Ensure a high quality of design

PO5, PO6

•

Increase the amount and range of housing
available in Wolverton

•

Promote mixed use development,
consistent with the location of the area
adjoining the Town Centre and existing
residential areas
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6.7

Adopted Core Strategy

Policy CS19: The Historical and

6.7.6	In addition the following policies must also be

Natural Environment

considered:

6.7.4	Developments will protect and enhance the

•

CS4 Retail and Leisure Development

character, diversity and cultural significance

•

CS10 Housing

To protect, maintain and enhance the

of the Boroughs historic assets, including

•

CS11 A Well Connected Milton Keynes

important features, character and assets of

important elements of the 20th Century New

•

CS12 Developing Successful

the New Town and the towns and villages

Town architecture.

6.7.1	Relevant Core Strategy policy objectives
include:
•

Neighbourhoods
•

throughout the Borough
6.7.5	Development proposals must consider the

CS13 Ensuring High Quality Well Designed
Places

character, appearance and setting of sites,

•

CS16 Delivering Economic Prosperity

buildings, structures, areas, parks and

•

CS17 Supporting Small Businesses

gardens and landscapes that are of historic,

•

CS19 Healthier and Safer Communities

Wolverton before 2021. It also identifies

architectural, cultural or archaeological

•

CS22 Delivering Infrastructure

support for retail and leisure developments as

interest.

Development Strategy and Areas of Change
6.7.2	It identifies circa 500 homes to be built in

part of any mixed use town centre schemes
delivered through the Regeneration Strategy.
Opportunities for new service provision to be
developed as part of regeneration of the Town
Centre.
Policy CS8: Other Areas of Change
6.7.3	Wolverton will be a key area of change in
the city where new development, including
housing, will regenerate these older centres
and encourage sustainable patterns of travel
www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/udla
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6.8

Wolverton Regeneration Strategy
Supplementary Planning Guidance
(2004)

•

with a central market hall to include a new
unit for the existing retail uses, Co-op food

1

Western Edge 'The Square': 3+1 storeys.
Residential over ground floor Retail.

store and Post Office

2

'Market Hall'. Single storey
Retail/Leisure.

Development should seek to enhance

3

Eastern Edge 'The Square': 3+1
storeys. Residential over ground
floor Retail.

based on 7 strategies to regenerate the town

connectivity within the town centre to

4

centre. Strategy 1 is entitled: ‘Develop an

Church Street and Stratford Road from the

Attractive, Vibrant Mixed-Use Town Centre’

Square

6.8.1	The Wolverton Regeneration Strategy is

•

•
6.8.2	It identifies 4 sites requiring future

Radcliffe Street should be reconnected (as

development, one of which was the Agora.

and pedestrian movement between the

The objective for the Agora site is identified as:

Square and Stratford road
The western segment of the street

“To provide Wolverton Town Centre with a

bounding The Square should continue

new mixed-use development that respects

through to Church Street allowing

the historic urban block grid structure,

pedestrian and vehicular movement

complements its character, and enhances its

•

retail core and public realm.”

6

Buckingham Street: 3 storeys.
Residential.

4

4
1

3
2

1

3

AV5

5

5
5
6

Landscaped Car Parking.
Public Space on the corner of
Church Street. Access to St
Georges the Martyr.

Site Boundary
Major Access Point
Minor Access Point

The building height of new development
within the site area will range from 2-3

Demolish the Agora and adjoining

adjacent to the new market hall at 4 Storey

structures/constructions and redevelop the

where appropriate. The technicality of

site as identified in the diagram

this will be determined during the detailed
design stage
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'Mews Houses'. Ground floor
retail with 1-2 storeys of
residential above.

Footpath widened and
street tree planting

Buckingham Street should remain a

storeys with key landmark buildings
•

5

through-street as should Church Street.
•

The associated recommendations include:

Church Street: 3+1 storeys.
Residential over ground floor
Retail.

it was originally) to allow direct vehicular

•

6.8.3

The existing building could be replaced

Wolverton Regeneration Strategy
Strategic Framework Base Plan: Project Areas
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6.9

Wolverton Town Centre
Neighbourhood Plan

6.9.1	Under the governments Localism Act

6.9.2	The Neighbourhood Plan area includes the

6.9.4	Any redevelopment proposals should also

whole town centre as well as the Railway

help address the following Neighbourhood

Works. The Agora is a key part of the

Plan objectives:

Neighbourhood Plan and any redevelopment

(2011), a Neighbourhood Plan is currently

proposals for the site should help address the

being prepared for Wolverton Town Centre.

following wider town centre vision:

6.9.5

•

Neighbourhood Plans are prepared by the
people and businesses that live and operate in

Transport and Movement:

6.9.3	“The Neighbourhood Plan seeks to ensure

a community. They can address such issues

that Wolverton Town Centre is a vibrant,

as where new development should take place,

attractive and distinctive neighbourhood that

what improvements are needed to roads,

reflects the town’s rich railway heritage and its

footpaths and general public space and how

diverse business and residential population.

the housing needs of the local community

The Town Centre will have a variety of shops,

should be met.

places to eat and drink, offices and services,

Improve movement into and around the
Town Centre.

•

Encourage walking, cycling and use of
public transport.

•

Improve access to sites and areas of
value.

6.9.6

Design and Heritage:

alongside existing and new homes, making
it an attractive place to live, work and visit. It

•

Protect and enhance local distinctiveness,

will be known for its high quality environment

the Town Centre’s built heritage and

where streets and open, public spaces present

setting, and improve the quality of its

opportunities for local people to socialise and

environment.

gather together for community events. The
Town Centre will be safe and easy to move

6.9.7

Housing:

around on foot and cycle and will be well
connected with the rest of Milton Keynes and

•

beyond by public transport.”

Provide a diverse housing stock within the
Town Centre.

•

To meet the needs of existing and future
local people.

Wolverton Town Centre Neighbourhood Plan
www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/udla
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6.9.8

Economic development:
•

Improve the economic vitality and viability

6.9.12	The following proposals emerged from the
workshops in January regarding the Agora

July 2012 and in December 2012 a workshop

site:

preceded by a leaflet distribution which

of the Town Centre and sustain economic
growth and competitiveness.

focussed on re-affirming the key principles for
6.9.13	Replace the Agora with a mixed use
development including:

6.9.9

Social, cultural and leisure facilities:
Encourage development that addresses
the social, cultural and leisure needs of the

•

area.
6.9.10	The preparation of the Neighbourhood Plan

importance of various principles that could

modern standards

underpin redevelopment proposals.

Housing for older people overlooking the
Housing on Buckingham Street and

6.9.15	This survey, which produced 214 responses
reaffirmed the importance to:

residential above ground floor on Church

started in January 2012 with a series of
•

stakeholders. The workshop built on numerous
previous consultation exercises most notably

redevelopment of the Agora was a key part of

A number of mid-sized retail units of

Agora car park on Church Street
•

workshops with the community and other key

the Neighbourhood Plan was undertaken. The
the leaflet and it asked residents to rank the

•
•

6.9.14	A further community workshop was held in

•

Street

•

Redevelop the Agora and surrounding site

The extension of Radcliffe Street to

•

Reconnect Radcliffe Street to improve

connect with the Square

the link between The Square and Church

The Post Office, Co-op and a community

Street

those done as part of the preparation of the

facility were also seen as important to any

Wolverton Regeneration Strategy.

redevelopment of the Agora

•

Build a mix of new shop units so that the
Co-op, the Post Office and other valued
traders currently within the Agora can stay

6.9.11	Leading up to the workshops, the community
feedback regarding the Agora was that it was

•

Create public open spaces to improve the

“an eyesore that needs to be demolished”, but

environment and support street markets

there are concerns that its replacement could

and community events

mean the possible loss of uses such as the

40

in Wolverton Town Centre

•

Ensure there is a mix of on-street parking

Post Office and Co-op which are both valued

and car parks sufficient to support the

services in the town.

Town Centre economy

Urban Design & Landscape Architecture

•

Improve links between the local shopping
areas (The Square and Church Street) and
Glyn Square and Stratford Road which
currently tend to attract more people from
outside Wolverton

•

A comprehensive street improvement
scheme for Church Street , Radcliffe Street
and Creed Street, including some use of
one-way streets, dedicated bus bays, wider
pavements, to enhance the environment
and improve Gateways into the Town.

•

Ensure streets have attractive shopfronts
and active frontages and public spaces are
well designed.

•

Improve public space by de-cluttering,
better pavements, co-ordinated street
furniture and signage.

www.milton-keynes.gov.uk/udla
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